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Rebound of self-lubricating compound drops
Nathan Blanken1, Muhammad Saeed Saleem1, Carlo Antonini2,3*, Marie-Jean Thoraval1*

Drop impact on solid surfaces is encountered in numerous natural and technological processes. Although the
impact of single-phase drops has been widely explored, the impact of compound drops has received little atten-
tion. Here, we demonstrate a self-lubrication mechanism for water-in-oil compound drops impacting on a solid
surface. Unexpectedly, the core water drop rebounds from the surface below a threshold impact velocity, ir-
respective of the substrate wettability. This is interpreted as the result of lubrication from the oil shell that
prevents contact between the water core and the solid surface. We combine side and bottom view high-speed
imaging to demonstrate the correlation between the water core rebound and the oil layer stability. A theoretical
model is developed to explain the observed effect of compound drop geometry. This work sets the ground for
precise complex drop deposition, with a strong impact on two- and three-dimensional printing technologies and
liquid separation.
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INTRODUCTION
The impact of a drop on a solid or liquid surface is encountered in a
wide range of applications, including combustion, three-dimensional
(3D) printing, biological microarrays, pharmaceutics, and food in-
dustry (1–3). Many technologies, such as steel strip manufacturing
(4), combustion (5), and agricultural sprays (6), use emulsion droplets
of immiscible liquids. Using an emulsion as the impacting drop (4, 6, 7),
fluid rheology can bemodified (8–10), or splashing sheets can locally be
broken up (11).With the emergence of additivemanufacturing technol-
ogies (3, 12, 13), macroscopic compound drops can be used in a wide
range of practical applications. One of the main challenges for these ap-
plications is to control the deposition process of the impacting drop.
Knowledge of the spreading, splashing, and rebound behavior (14) of
compound drops is therefore of crucial importance.

Only a few studies have looked at the impact of compound drops
on a solid surface (15–20) or a liquid pool (21–25). Partial rebound of
the impacting liquids after impact on a solid surface was observed by
Chen et al. (15) and Liu and Tran (18), but they did not explain the
underlying mechanism. Complete rebound of the core and shell li-
quids was observed on a hot surface (26, 27) due to the Leidenfrost
effect (28–32).

Here, we show that rebound of a water-in-oil compound drop on
a solid surface is due to the lubrication of the solid surface by the oil
shell of the compound drop itself, preventing direct contact between
the water core and the solid surface. We refer to this mechanism as
self-lubrication. In this study, we systematically investigated the
parameters affecting rebound of the water core, including impact
speed, water volume fraction, compound drop geometry, and substrate
wettability. Above a critical impact velocity, core rebound is absent. We
demonstrate that the suppression of core rebound at high impact speed
is caused by the breakup of the lubricating oil layer between the water
core and the solid surface, andwe propose amodel to predict the critical
impact velocity above which this occurs. The self-lubrication mecha-
nism is similar to rebound due to the cushioning effect of an air film
(33, 34), a vapor layer (28–31, 35), or the liquid film on lubricated
surfaces (36). However, in the case of compound drops, the lubrication
layer is provided by the impacting drop itself, and rebound is therefore
independent of the wetting properties of the solid surface. On the one
hand, knowledge of the rebound conditions can help mitigate rebound
in deposition applications. On the other hand, rebound of the core of a
compound drop could be beneficial by providing a means of mechanical
separation of immiscible liquids.
RESULTS
Impact of a compound drop
The compound drops used in this case study were millimetric drops
consisting of a water core inside a 5-cSt silicone oil shell. These com-
pound drops were accelerated by gravity before impact on a target
substrate. Two different drop-generation methods were used: (i) the
coaxial needle method (37) and (ii) the injection method. We will first
present results obtained using a coaxial needle. These results provide
a phenomenological overview of the compound drop impact event.
As a second step, we will present and discuss results obtained using
the injection method to highlight the effect of the drop-generation
method on compound drop geometry and, consequently, on the im-
pact outcome.

For the coaxial needle method, compound drops were produced by
infusing silicone oil through the outer needle [outer diameter (OD)
0.81 mm] of a coaxial needle. Simultaneously, deionized water was in-
fused through the inner needle (0.23 mmOD). By continuous infusion
of the two liquids, water-in-oil drops with a compound diameter of Do =
2.3 to 2.4 mm were produced at regular time intervals. Impacting drops
were further characterized by their water volume fractions relative to the
total volume a = Ww/W0 and impact heights h (defined as the distance
between the needle tip and the substrate) or, alternatively, by the
corresponding impact velocities V. The corresponding Weber number
was defined asWe = [arw + (1 − a)ro]DoV

2/so, where rw = 998 kg/m3

and ro = 913 kg/m3 are the densities of water and oil, respectively, and
so = 20 mN/m is the surface tension of the oil. TheWeber number was
defined such that it is proportional to the ratio of the total kinetic energy
and the surface energy of the outer surface of the compound drop. Since
the difference between rw and ro is small,We only depends slightly on
a. Compound drops impacted onto horizontal, hydrophilic glass sub-
strates (static contact angle of <5° for bothwater and oil). The interfacial
tension sow of the water-oil interface was experimentally determined to
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be 42 mN/m. Since so + sow < sw, the water core remains wetted by oil
throughout an impact event.

Figure 1 illustrates the image sequence of a characteristic drop impact
event [a = 0.3;We = 659 in black and white (Fig. 1A) andWe = 772 in
color image using water with fluorescent dye (Fig. 1B)]. Multiple
phenomena come into play before rebound of the water core is lastly
achieved. In the first fewmilliseconds after impact, the compound drop
starts spreading. The low–surface tension silicone oil shell experiences
the well-known corona splash, in which the lamella lifts off (1, 38) be-
cause of aerodynamic interaction with the surrounding air and breaks
up at the rim, causingmicrometric-sized drop ejection (Fig. 1A, 1.0ms).
The characteristic Weber number associated with the core, Wew =
rwDwV

2/sow, whereDw = a1/3Do is the diameter of the core, is substan-
tially lower than the Weber number of the entire drop. Therefore, no
water splash is observed. Water spreads on top of the spreading lubri-
cating oil layer. After the inertia-driven spreading of the liquids, the oil
keeps wetting the glass, due to the low receding contact angle of the oil
on the hydrophilic glass surface. The deposited lubricating oil layer
prevents contact between the hydrophilic substrate and the water core,
allowing the water core to recoil through a self-lubrication mechanism,
i.e., lubrication induced by the compound drop itself, particularly by the
oil shell surrounding the water.

Upon contraction of the water core rim, a cavity forms in which oil
from the shell accumulates (Fig. 1A, 6.2 ms). The collapse of the cavity
about the vertical axis leads to the ejection of a high-velocity, vertical oil
jet. The jet breaks up into micrometric drops achieving velocities over
10 times the impact velocity (Fig. 1A, 8.0 ms). Moreover, the collapse of
the oil-filled cavity causes the entrapment of small oil drops, resulting in
a double emulsion. Similar jets have also been observed with pure water
drops impacting on hydrophobic surfaces (39). However, in our case,
the vertical jet consists of oil, not water, as clarified by the color image
Blanken et al., Sci. Adv. 2020;6 : eaay3499 13 March 2020
sequence in Fig. 1B. At the same time (see Fig. 1A, 11.8 ms), the water
core continues its recoil phase, generating a liquid column that sub-
sequently detaches from the substrate, resulting in one or more oil-
encapsulated bouncing water drops.

To understand the conditions under which core rebound occurs, we
performed a systematic study of various impact conditions, using the
water volume fraction, a, and the drop impact height h as the main
parameters. h affects not only the impact speed and thus the Weber
number (h approximatelyº V2ºWe), as for the case of single-phase
drops, but also the relative position of the core within the oil shell, as
explained below.

A map of the different impact outcomes is shown in Fig. 2. Four
different impact outcomes are highlighted in the map: (i) core rebound
(red triangles), (ii) low-speed drop deposition, with no rebound (blue
closed squares), (iii) no rebound at high speed (blue open squares), and
(iv) a transition regime (black open triangles), in which the rebounded
volume is substantially lower than in regime (i).

The results make clear that there is both a lower and an upper limit
for core rebound. These limits are associated with two different me-
chanisms. For the upper limit, the transition from core rebound to
no rebound is sharp for a > 0.3, i.e., the rebounding volume drops to
zero when Weber number reaches a threshold value. Differently, for
a ≤ 0.3, there is a transition regime. In this regime, the bouncing
volume first reduces to a substantially lower but nonzero value before
it eventually goes to zero, as will be detailed below.

For completeness, the limit for splashing is indicated by a dotted line
and is constant for water volume fractions up to a ≈ 0.8. This means
that the presence of water does not influence oil splashing at the contact
line. Previous studies (18) have shown that the presence of water affects
oil splashing and, thus, the corresponding threshold but only at the
highest water volume fraction, where a → 1.
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Fig. 1. Impact of a compound drop of water with volume fraction a = 0.3 on a hydrophilic surface. (A) Black and white image sequence of an impact from an impact
height of h = 0.33 m (impact velocity V = 2.4 m/s,We = 659). (B) Color image sequence for h = 0.39 m (We = 772). The water was dyed through addition of a fluorescein salt to
distinguish it from the oil. Images were postprocessed to remove spots due to dust on the sensor. (C) Schematic vertical cross sections of an impacting compound drop,
illustrating horizontal splashing of oil, the formation and collapse of a cavity, the ejection of a vertical oil jet, the entrapment of oil in the core, and rebound of the core.
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The lower and upper limits for core rebound are due to two different
mechanisms. The lower rebound limit can be explained by the energy
input that is required to overcome surface energy to separate the core
from the outer oil shell. In the Supplementary Materials, we show that
this yields a minimumWe for reboundWeminº a−1/3, which correctly
predicts a decreasing trend with a. However, a quantitatively accurate
model should include other effects, such as viscous dissipation, that
were not considered to derive the scaling law.

The upper rebound limit is related to the instability of the lubricating
oil layer. In the next sections, we demonstrate the occurrence of this
instability and derive a model to predict the impact height above which
this occurs. The numerical solution of thismodel, based on Eqs. 1 and 2,
which are derived and presented below, yields the solid line in Fig. 2.

Rupture of the lubricating oil layer
For sufficiently high impact speed, the oil layer becomes unstable. This
leads to an irreversible wetting of the glass substrate by water, causing
the water core to stick to the surface. When this happens, core rebound
is either strongly (for a≤ 0.3) or completely (for a > 0.3) suppressed, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.

To demonstrate the rupture of the lubricating oil layer and its cor-
relation with rebound suppression, we took advantage of comple-
mentary bottom and side view imaging of the impact event (see setup
schematic in the SupplementaryMaterials). In particular, for the bottom
view imaging, we exploited the difference in reflectance of media with
different refractive indices. By shining a beam of light on the bottom of
the glass slide, close to normal incidence, the beam is subsequently re-
flected toward the camera. The recorded intensity on the camera is
therefore a function of the refractive index of the medium touching
the glass surface.

Figure 3 shows impact of compound drops (a = 0.3) on hydrophilic
surfaces from impact heights h = 45 cm (We = 871) and h = 48 cm
Blanken et al., Sci. Adv. 2020;6 : eaay3499 13 March 2020
(We = 922). As detailed in the SupplementaryMaterials, water-substrate
contact is recognizable as brighter areas and oil-substrate contact as
darker areas. Figure 3C shows that the rupture of the lubricating oil film
occurs during the early impact dynamics, establishing core-substrate
contact. The core-substrate contact area starts out as a few small patches,
similar to the breakup of an air film below an impacting drop on a dry
solid surface (40–42). These patches rapidly expand radially outward.
The strong hydrophilicity of the surface prevents thewater-oil-substrate
contact line frommoving inward again, resulting in a reduced or com-
pletely absent rebound of the core.

The side view images also show indirect evidence of core-substrate
contact, through the dynamic contact angle evolution at the water-
oil contact line. In the case of a bouncing drop, water recoils on top of
the lubricated surface, with a dynamic contact angle slightly above
90°, as typically observed on hydrophobic surfaces (43, 44) and on
liquid infused surfaces (45–47), where the viscosity of the infused
layer has been shown to affect the dynamic contact angle and the
contact line retraction dynamics (46). However, when water wets
the glass substrate, the dynamic contact angle decreases substantially
(≪90 ° ) (see Fig. 3D), causing water to stick to the substrate.

Effect of substrate wetting properties
To clarify the effect of substrate wetting properties, we performed
impact experiments on both hydrophilic glass and functionalized hy-
drophobic glass and compared the results. Figure 4 illustrates the main
findings, including the nondimensional volume of the bouncing liquid,
Wreb/W0, as a function of the impact height/Weber number (see Fig. 4A)
and the bottom view image sequence of the impact event (see Fig. 4B).
The water volume fraction for these experiments was a = 0.3 (see the
shaded area in the parameter space in Fig. 2).

Figure 4A enables a direct comparison between impacts on hydro-
philic and hydrophobic surfaces and highlights the rich complexity of
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Fig. 2. Map of the rebound behavior after impact on a hydrophilic surface as a function of the water volume fraction a and the impact height h (left axis) and
WebernumberWe (right axis), for compounddrops producedwith the coaxial needlemethod. Closed squares, no rebound; closed triangles, rebound (core-shell rebound);
open triangles, core-substrate contact, transition zone; open squares, core-substrate contact, no rebound. Shaded area: This region (a = 0.3) refers to the investigation detailed in
Figs. 3 and 4.Magnified symbols correspond to the images on the right. The solid line indicates the height fromwhich thewater core can sink to the bottomof the drop, obtained
by numerical integration of Eqs. 1 and 2. The We axis corresponds to a = 0.3 but is representative for all a since the dependence on a is small.
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drop impact physics. For very low impactWe number (We≈ 50), there
is no rebound, as expected, because of insufficient available energy for
rebound. At intermediate speeds, for 3 cm< h < 48 cm (50 <We < 930),
the core rebounds. Within this regime, the outcome is independent of
the wetting properties: No difference is observed between impacts on
hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces (see also the detailed comparison
of the pinch-off height in the SupplementaryMaterials). At high impact
velocity, for h > 48 cm (We > 930), substrate wettability effects arise:
Rebound is partially or completely suppressed (with zero bouncing
liquid for We > 1080) on a hydrophilic substrate, whereas on a hy-
drophobic substrate the volume of the bouncing liquid decreases but
is not completely suppressed.

The role of wetting at high impact velocities becomes clear by
bottom view imaging, as represented in Fig. 4B for h = 54 cm (We =
1020).On a hydrophilic surface, water touches the surface at the periph-
ery of the impact point (already visible at 0.5ms) as a consequence of oil
layer rupture. Subsequently, the oil-water-substrate contact line rapidly
moves outward, with a substantial increase in water-substrate contact
area, driven by substrate hydrophilicity. On a hydrophobic substrate,
the oil layer also ruptures, but the water-substrate contact area remains
confined since the contact line does notmove outward. Therefore, recoil
and partial rebound of water from the surface is still possible, although
the value of the bouncing volume is reduced and notably scattered.
Blanken et al., Sci. Adv. 2020;6 : eaay3499 13 March 2020
Figure 4A also reveals a nonmonotonic trend for the rebounding
volume in the intermediate velocity range. This trend is associated with
drop fragmentation and the breakup of the elongated water column
emerging in the final stages of core recoil, as previously observed in
the context of single-phase drop impact on viscoelastic surfaces (48).
As the water column forms, it can break up in one or more drops
due to Plateau-Rayleigh instability (49). This breakup leads to propa-
gation of capillary waves on the drop surface down to the contact line,
where either positive or negative interference with contact line reced-
ing motion takes place. This interaction affects the value of the overall
rebounding volume. Within the range of 50 <We < 310, only a single
drop breaks from the water column. For 310 < We < 930, multiple
drops are generated by the water column lift-off, andWreb/W0 is within
the range of 0.3 to 0.4. If only water was bouncing, then one would
expect Wreb/W0 = a = 0.3. The values can be higher, because the re-
bounded volume consists not only primarily of water but also partly
of oil, both from the emitted jet and the oil layer encapsulating the
water (sinceso + sow < sw). The decomposition of the total rebounded
volume into separate components can be found in the Supplementary
Materials.

ForWe > 930 on a hydrophobic surface, strong variations of the re-
bounding volume were observed. We speculate that this is due to
complex interaction between capillary waves and the asymmetry of
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Fig. 3. Core-substrate contact. Impact of coaxially produced drops (a = 0.3) on a hydrophilic surface. (A and B) For h = 45 cm (We = 871), the water core spreads on
top of the lubricating oil layer without wetting the glass and recoils smoothly (A, bottom view reflection), resulting in core rebound (B, side view). (C and D) For h = 48 cm
(We = 922), the lubricating oil layer ruptures, causing the water core to stick to the hydrophilic surface (C), suppressing the recoil, and resulting in a strongly reduced
rebounded volume (D). In the bottom view reflection images (A and C), oil-substrate contact is recognizable as darker areas and water-substrate contact as lighter areas.
The contrast of themagnified images in the bottom rows of (A) and (C) was enhanced during postprocessing. Overexposed areas in these images correspond to secondary
reflections due to the liquid-air interface being parallel to the substrate, as is clearly visible at 3.9 ms, when the drop reaches maximum spreading.
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the core-substrate contact area, leading to irregular fragmentation, and
thus, rebound of water.

Effect of compound drop geometry
A relevant aspect of a compound drop generated by the coaxial method
is that the position of the water core changes during the fall. This can be
observed in Fig. 4C, where images of compound drops falling from dif-
ferent heights were captured. In case of low impact heights, the core is
positioned in the upper part of the compound drop, whereas for
increasing impact height (and thus falling speed), the core is positioned
in the lower part of the compound drop since water has a higher density
than oil. Hence, changing the drop impact height affects the impact not
only trivially, because of variation of the impactWeber number, but also
because of the variation of the drop geometry. In particular, the thick-
ness of the oil layer below the water, which is crucial to promote re-
bound of the core, gets thinner for increasing impact heights.

For direct control of the drop position, which is not possible using
the coaxial needle method, we introduced a second method to produce
compounddrops, referred to as the injectionmethod. Thismethod con-
sists of three steps as follows: (i) Oil was first infused through a single
vertical needle (D = 1.26 mm) to produce a pendant oil drop (inset of
Fig. 5A); (ii) water was subsequently injected from the side with a hy-
drophobized glass micropipette (D ~ 100 mm); and (iii) after retraction
of the needle, the oil flow was restarted. The compound drop detached
as soon as gravity forces overcame capillary retention forces. Using this
method, water has sufficient time to sink to the bottom of the pendant
oil drop, so that we can assume the oil layer thickness below the core to
be similar for different impact heights. Steps (ii) and (iii) are visualized
Blanken et al., Sci. Adv. 2020;6 : eaay3499 13 March 2020
in the inset pictures in Fig. 5, which illustrates the results obtained using
the injection method. Figure 5A shows the nondimensional volume of
the bouncing liquid as a function of the impact height (Weber number),
and Fig. 5B shows the bottom view image sequence of the impact event.
To allow for a direct comparison with results from the coaxial needle
method, we also performed these experiments at a = 0.3.

The results of the injection method show that rebound is strongly
reduced or absent for h > 18 cm (We > 370), a much lower threshold
compared to the coaxial needlemethod (see Fig. 4A). Therefore, there is
only a smallWe range of 150 <We < 370 where rebound is possible on
hydrophilic surfaces. This was expected since the thickness of the oil
layer below the water core was smaller in the case of the injection
method and, thus, the oil layer wasmore likely to break at lower impact
speed. Moreover, it confirms the role of dynamic effects: At higher
Weber number, the oil layer becomes thinner upon spreading and
can break.

Nonetheless, the mechanism of oil layer rupture is the same as
observed for drops generated using the coaxial needle method, as visua-
lized by the bottomview image sequence in Fig. 5B.On the hydrophobic
surface, the oil layer breaks and water wets the substrate in the early
stages (as can be observed at t = 0.4ms), but the water-substrate contact
area does not increase further when oil spreads on the surface. Con-
versely, water touchdown on the hydrophilic surface is followed by
an increase in the water-substrate contact area.

Above the core-substrate contact threshold for the injection
method (h > 18 cm), the volume of core rebound on a hydrophobic
substrate shows amonotonically decreasing trend. As the impact velocity
increases, the amount of water sticking to the substrate increases. We
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Fig. 4. Effect of substrate wetting properties. (A) Total rebounded volume Wreb (water and oil) as a function of impact height h (approximately ºWe), normalized by
total impacting volume W0, for compound drops produced using the coaxial needle method, with water volume fraction a = 0.3. Three regimes can be distinguished as
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drophobic (in red) and hydrophilic (in blue) substrate, showing rupture of the lubricating oil layer. On a hydrophobic substrate the core-substrate contact area remains
confined, whereas on a hydrophilic substrate the core-substrate contact area rapidly expands. The image contrast was enhanced during postprocessing. (C) Position of
the water core as a function of impact height, h. The water core appears larger than it is, as the oil shell acts as a magnifying lens. The actual size of the core is indicated
by the dashed circle.
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observed that the injection method produces drops with a higher de-
gree of axisymmetry than the coaxial method (compare Figs. 4B and
5B). This might explain the more regular trend observed at high
impact velocities.

Model for the core position
On the basis of the observation that the core-substrate threshold de-
pends strongly on the position of the core, we propose to model the
fall height for which the water core would reach the bottom of the
compounddrop, whenproducedwith the coaxialmethod.We compare
this height to the core-substrate threshold of rebound (Fig. 2). We con-
sider both the outer drop and the core to be spheres with nondeform-
able interfaces and diametersDo andDw, respectively (see Fig. 4C). The
compound drop is assumed to be axisymmetric, but the spheres are
not concentric: Relative motion of the drops is possible along the ver-
tical axis. The center of the outer sphere has vertical coordinate zo and
the center of the inner sphere zw. We are interested in the evolution
of d = zw − zo before impact.

We assume that both the core and shell start off with zero velocity
and the core starts at the top of the compound drop, i.e., d(t= 0) = (Do−
Dw)/2. If the compounddropwere in free fall, then both the core and the
shell would experience the same acceleration g, and relative motion
would be absent, despite their density difference rw > ro. However,
the air drag on the outer drop causes a difference in acceleration, re-
sulting in a decrease in d. The problem that needs to be solved is to
find the theoretical height hlim fromwhich the core can sink from the
top to the bottom of the compound drop. The water core will never
truly reach the bottom during the fall since it will always be wetted
by a lubricating oil layer. Therefore, we will consider the water core
to be at the bottom when the lubrication force becomes dominant.
We estimate the thickness of the remaining lubricating oil film to be
dL ∼ 10 to 100 mm (see the Supplementary Materials). Here, we will
focus on the regime where the drag force on the core can be modeled
by a Stokes drag (d > dL). Considering that dL ≪ Do, we will neglect
the thickness of the lubricating layer to model the time when the wa-
ter core reaches the bottom. The problem can therefore be written as
d = −(Do − Dw)/2 for ∣zo∣ = hlim.
Blanken et al., Sci. Adv. 2020;6 : eaay3499 13 March 2020
We assume that the compound drop experiences air drag with a
constant drag coefficient, i.e., the air drag is proportional to V2,
where V is the velocity of the compound drop. The acceleration of
the compound drop can therefore be expressed as

dV
dt

¼ �g 1� V2

V2
T

� �
ð1Þ

whereV= dzo/dt andVT is the terminal velocity of the compound drop,
which was experimentally determined to be 5.88 m/s, as detailed in the
Supplementary Materials.

To model the dynamics of the core, we consider three force compo-
nents acting on the core: a gravitational component, a buoyancy com-
ponent, and a drag component.We assume that the drag force on the
core obeys Stoke’s law. In the SupplementaryMaterials, we show that
the addedmass only has aminor effect. Furthermore, we assume that
the effect of the acceleration history (Basset force) and any internal
flow inside the water core can be neglected. Under these assumptions,
we derive the following equation for the time evolution of d (see full
derivation in the Supplementary Materials)

dVrel

dt
¼ � rw � ro

rw
g þ dV

dt

� �
� 18mo
rwD2

w

Vrel ð2Þ

where Vrel = dd/dt and mo is the viscosity of the oil.
Equations 1 and 2 were numerically solved to find d(t) and zo(t),

applying the boundary conditions: d(0) = (Do − Dw)/2, zo(0) = 0,
Vrel(0) = 0, and V(0) = 0; d could be subsequently presented as a
function of zo. By numerically solving d(zo) = −(Do − Dw)/2, the
transition height hlim was found. By repeating this procedure for
different values of a (by setting Dw = Doa

1/3), the theoretical curve
hlim(a) in Fig. 2 was obtained.

The height for which the water core reaches the bottom of the
compound drop is very close to the experimentally observed core-
substrate contact threshold and is much higher than the threshold
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Fig. 5. Effect of the injection method. (A) Total rebounded volume Wreb (water and oil) as a function of the impact height h (approximatelyº We), normalized by the
total impacting volume W0, for compound drops produced by the injection method with water volume fraction a = 0.3. The core-substrate contact threshold (dashed
line) is substantially lower for drops produced by the injection method than for drops produced by the coaxial method. (B) Bottom view reflection images for h = 24 cm
(We = 490), above the threshold. Core-substrate contact is visible. The image contrast was enhanced during postprocessing.
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obtained for the injection method. This suggests that a thicker oil
film below the water core is more stable during impact, leading to
the rebound of the core droplet above the lower threshold. Rupture
of the oil film only appears to occur when the film thickness is in a
lubrication regime (d < dL).

To verify that this observation is independent of the volume
ratio, we have performed additional experiments with the injection
method at differenta to reproduce a similar parameter space as in Fig. 2
(shown in the Supplementary Materials). Despite the experimental
limitations of the injection method on the range of a that can be
produced and the oscillation effect on the initial oil film thickness,
the critical core-substrate contact threshold is always substantially
lower for the injection method than for the coaxial method.

When the water core reaches the bottom of the drop, the impact
velocity can cause rupture of the oil film, as confirmed by the injection
method experiments. This therefore explains why the critical height
for core-substrate contact can be captured by this geometrical model
for the coaxial method.

Stability and rupture of the oil film
In the analysis above, we have demonstrated the importance of the oil
layer thickness below the water core on the core-substrate contact
threshold. However, this does not fully explain how this oil layer can
remain stable under impact conditions and eventually rupture.

The stability of the oil layer below a static water drop depends on the
spreading constant S and the van der Waals interactions (36, 47, 50).
The spreading constant is defined as S = sws − (sow + sos), where
sws, sow, and sos are the water/solid, oil/water, and oil/solid interfacial
tensions, respectively. S can be determined experimentally by mea-
suring the contact angle ql of a water drop on a glass surface immersed
in oil, using the relationship S = −sow( cos ql + 1) (47). For the hydro-
philic surface, we found ql < 40°, giving S < − 74mN/m, whereas for the
hydrophobic surfaces ql = 157 ° ± 2°, giving S = −3.3mN/m. Daniel et al.
(47) have demonstrated that an oil layer on a glass surface below awater
drop is always unstable under these conditions. The oil is completely
displaced in the hydrophilic case, and it forms discrete pockets of con-
tact in the hydrophobic case. This is consistent with our experimental
observations in Fig. 4B, where the water contact area only expands on
the hydrophilic substrate.

The rebound of the water core observed in our experiments
presents a few analogies to the rebound of a water drop on a lubricated
surface (36, 51). The oil layer acts as a lubrication layer, allowing a large
apparent contact angle and low contact angle hysteresis, necessary for
the rebound of the water droplet. However, most of these drop impact
studies use structured and hydrophobic surfaces below the lubrication
layer to enhance the stability of the oil layer independently of eventual
local contacts with the substrate (47). We also observe in our impact
experiments on a flat hydrophobic surface that even above the core-
substrate contact threshold, the contact regions remain limited and
do not completely suppress rebound (Figs. 4 and 5). However, most
film stability studies focus on gently deposited drops (36, 47, 50, 51),
and therefore, the literature and our experiments are not directly
comparable.

In contrast, the water core rebound from a hydrophilic surface
depends critically on the stability of the oil layer. This configuration
bears more similarity to the rebound of a drop from a substrate due
to the cushioning of a thin air film preventing the contact between
the drop and the surface (33, 34). In that configuration, rebound is
observed only in a limited range of impact velocities for which the air
Blanken et al., Sci. Adv. 2020;6 : eaay3499 13 March 2020
film is stable. De Ruiter et al. (33, 34) showed that the upper rebound
limit corresponds to the minimum theoretical air thickness hlim
reaching a critical threshold hc = 200 nm, causing the air film to rupture.
The lubrication pressure of the air squeezed below the impacting
drop deforms the bottom of the drop into a dimple (52, 53), eventually
entrapping a small air bubble when the air film ruptures (54). The
liquid-solid contact is initiated along a ring away from the center of the
impact, starting from discrete points at low impact velocities (40, 41)
due to the surface roughness (42). The rupture of the oil film in our
experiments also occurs along a ring, with initial local contact points
as in Figs. 3C and 4B or a complete circle as in Fig. 5B.

The stability of the oil layer in our experiments can also be ex-
plained by the lubrication pressure in the oil film below the water core.
However, a direct comparison with the theoretical model used by De
Ruiter et al. (33, 34), using the oil properties for the lubrication layer,
would predict a much higher limit for the core-substrate contact than
what we observed experimentally (see the SupplementaryMaterials).
It must be noted that several assumptions were made in deriving this
theory, such as a high viscosity ratio (mo∼ mw, whereas for air, ma≪ mw),
that are not valid in our configuration. The delayed impact of the water
core on the substrate substantially dampens the impact pressure that
should be considered. The higher viscosity of the cushioning layer
and the surrounding fluid can also enhance the horizontal deformation
of thewater corewhenoil spreads on the solid surface, further spreading
the impact pressure over a larger area. This enhanced deformation of
the impacting drop was demonstrated numerically by Jian et al. (55) for
a more viscous gas. The horizontal velocity of the spreading water core
could also increase the thickness of the oil film entrained, as observed by
Daniel et al. (47) at low capillary numbers. On the other hand, a higher
shear stress on a confined oil film could further thin it (46) and rupture
it by a shear instability (55).

These stabilizing mechanisms provide some hints to explain why
the thicker oil layer is always stable in our experiments when the water
core has not reached the bottom of the compound drop. Eventually, we
expect that the critical impact velocity for core-substrate contact should
depend continuously on the oil film thickness. The quantitative analysis
of how this critical velocity depends on the impact conditions would
require independent control of the impact velocity, the size of the water
core, and the oil film thickness. A different experimental setup or
numerical simulations would be needed and are left for further studies.
DISCUSSION
Our study on rebound of compound drops consisting of immiscible
liquids has revealed rich physics, extending our understanding of liquid-
surface interaction acquired from classical studies of single-phase drops.
Here, we have shown the existence of the self-lubrication mechanism
for water-in-oil drops, which promotes water rebound even on an in-
trinsically hydrophilic substrate. An oil layer encapsulating awater drop
acts as a lubricating layer between water and the substrate during
impact, promoting rebound of water, irrespective of substrate wetting
properties.

We investigated this self-lubrication mechanism to understand
under which impact conditions water core rebound is achieved. Two
limits were identified. At one extreme, at low impact speed, the initial
kinetic energy is not sufficient to overcome surface energy and viscous
losses and therefore to promote the detachment of the core from the
substrate. At the other extreme, at high impact speed, the oil film
becomes too thin and eventually breaks. The thickness of the oil layer
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depends on the drop-generation method and the impact height. Only
when the oil layer is sufficiently thin, it can break. When this happens,
the water contacts the substrate, and substrate wettability starts
playing a role. On a hydrophilic surface, the water-substrate contact
area increases, water recoil is incomplete, and as a result, rebound is
partially or completely suppressed. Conversely, on a hydrophobic sur-
face, the area wetted by water remains confined. The core recoils and
rebound still occurs.

The behavior described above, and in particular, the fact that wetting
properties become relevant only at highWeber number, contrasts with
our intuitive understanding of theWeber number, which represents the
ratio between inertial and capillary (and thus, wetting) forces. On the
basis of classical drop impact studies, we are familiar with the idea that
the wetting properties of the substrate should play a prominent role,
especially at lowerWeber numbers. However, our experiments dem-
onstrate that only at highWeber number, wetting properties become
relevant, due to the rupture of the lubricating oil layer.

The drop-generation method, a factor that has never been con-
sidered in previous studies on multiphase drop impact, also affects
the impact outcome: By controlling the compounddrop geometry using
either the coaxial needle method or the injection method, we have
demonstrated that the vertical position of the inner drop affects the
thickness of the lubricating oil layer during impact and, thus, substan-
tially affects the rebound behavior after impact. Since drop geometry
plays such an important role, we highlight that futureworks should take
particular care in evaluating and, if possible, controlling, the geometry of
the compound drop before impact. In future studies, it will be valuable
to investigate the effect of oil viscosity, similar to previous studies on
lubricated surfaces (46, 47). An increase in oil viscositywould affect both
the compound drop geometry before impact (by increasing Stokes’ drag
and thus affecting the mobility of the inner water drop) and the drop
dynamics after impact, by increasing the stability of the oil layer under
shear and decreasing the contact line retraction speed in the recoil
phase, due to increased viscous dissipation.

The identification of the self-lubrication mechanism will have an
impact on designing novel liquid-separation materials and devices:
Self-lubrication enables dynamic separation of core and shell liquids.
Moreover, our results provide useful insight for promising technologies,
such as in-air microfluidics (3) related to coating deposition and 3D
printing of complex biomaterials, cell-laden liquids for biomedical ap-
plications (56), and smart multicomponent materials (13, 57, 58). To
mention an insight that could benefit these applications, self-lubrication
allows the retraction of the core after deposition on the surface, leading
to an enhanced printing resolution, provided theWeber number is suf-
ficiently low that the core does not bounce. With respect to coating dep-
osition, we envision that compound drops could be used to print thin
films. The material that needs to be deposited could be applied as a shell
encapsulating a core of immiscible liquid. Themass of the core forces the
spreading of the impacting compound drop. Subsequently, self-lubrication
promotes the rebound of the core, leaving behind a thin film of shell
liquid on the substrate. In general, the findings of this work shed new
light on the interplay between inertial and wetting phenomena on the
outcome of compound drop impacts, with far-reaching implications.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals and materials
Silicone oil (polydimethylsiloxane, 5 cSt) and 1H,1H,2H,2H-
perfluorodecyl-triethoxysilane (97%) were purchased from Sigma-
Blanken et al., Sci. Adv. 2020;6 : eaay3499 13 March 2020
Aldrich. Isopropyl alcohol (99.7%) and acetone were purchased
from Guangdong Guanghua Sci-Tech Co. Ltd. Fluorescein sodium
salt was purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. Water
was purifiedwith aMilli-Q system to produce type-1water.Microscope
slides were ordered from Sail Brand (catalog no.7101). Five-microliter
syringes (model 1005TLL) were purchased from Hamilton Company.
We fabricated glass micropipettes with a P-1000 Micropipette Puller
from Sutter Instrument Company.

Fabrication of hydrophilic and hydrophobic glass substrates
Transparent microscope slides were used to produce hydrophilic
and hydrophobic substrates. The substrates were first ultrasonically
cleaned, while immersing them for 10 min in isopropyl alcohol,
10 min in acetone, and 5 min in water, respectively. The slides were
dried by an air gun. The microscope slides were hydrophilized by
placing them in a Harrick plasma cleaner (PDC-002) for 20 min at
full power.

To produce hydrophobic microscope slides, the slides were first
hydrophilized, as described above, and subsequently hydrophobized
by vapor deposition of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyl-triethoxysilane.
After plasma cleaning, the slides were placed inside an airtight con-
tainer, containing a cup with 0.5 ml of silane. The container was
placed inside an oven at 80°C. After several minutes, the container
was briefly opened to let expanded air escape. The silane solution was
removed from the desiccator after approximately 10 hours. The lid
was reopened, and the temperature of the oven was increased to 115°C
to further promote the formation of a covalent bond between the sil-
ane and the glass surface. After 1 hour, the substrates were removed
from the oven, allowing them to cool down to room temperature. A
final ultrasonic cleaning step was applied to remove any traces of un-
bound silane.

Production of compound drops by the coaxial method
The coaxial needle consisted of a thin 32-gauge inner needle (0.23mm
OD) inside a 21-gauge outer needle (0.81 mm OD). The flow rate
through the needles was controlled by two independent syringe pumps
(models: Pump 11 Pico Plus Elite and PHD 2000 Infusion, Harvard
Apparatus). The volume ratio of the compound drops was controlled
by varying the flow rate of the two pumps, with a combined flow rate
of 10 ml/min. The compound drop detached from the coaxial needle
due to its ownweight. Thismethod resulted in the production of com-
pound drops with a fixed water volume fraction at regular time inter-
vals. The diameter of the drops ranged from 2.3 mm (for a = 0.15) to
2.4 mm (for a = 0.9).

Production of compound drops by the injection method
An approximately horizontal hydrophobized glass micropipette
(OD ~100 mm) was inserted into an oil drop pending from a vertical
18-gauge needle tip (1.26mmOD).Water was subsequently injected
through the micropipette into the oil drop. The hydrophobic micro-
pipette was then retracted from the drop, shedding off the water drop,
which would subsequently sink to the bottom of the pendant oil
drop. The flows through the vertical needle and the micropipette
were independently controlled by two syringe pumps (flow rate
for both pumps, 10 ml/min). Instead of varying the flow ratio of
the two pumps to control a, the target volume of the water was varied.
Approximately 25 s after pinch-off of the water core inside the oil
drop, the infusing of oil was resumed, resulting in the pinch-off of
a compound drop. By fixing the time between core pinch-off and
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compound drop pinch-off to approximately 25 s, a reproducible po-
sition of the water core inside the compound drop could be ensured.
The compound drops produced by injection had a diameter of approx-
imately 2.2 mm.

Hydrophobization of needles
The coaxial needle was hydrophobized to prevent the water drop from
climbing up the inner needle due to surface tension forces, obstructing
the oil flow through the outer needle. Similarly, for the injection
method, it is crucial that the pendant oil drop does not climb up the
vertical 18-gauge needle because this results into insufficient oil volume
below the vertical needle to insert the water core. The glass micro-
pipette was also hydrophobized to ensure easy retraction from the
pendant oil drop. The needles were cleaned with acetone in an ultra-
sonic bath for 10 min and hydrophilized by placing them in the plas-
ma cleaner for 20 min. These hydrophilic needles were then
hydrophobized by placing them in a 1% silane–isopropyl alcohol so-
lution for 1 day.

Drop-impact setup
The drop impacts were captured by amonochrome high-speed camera
(Photron FASTCAM SA-Z) at 20,000 frames/s and a color high-speed
camera (Photron FASTCAM Mini WX100) at 2000 or 3000 frames/s.
We connected a Leica Z16 APO objective to the SA-Z camera, resulting
in a resolution of typically 8 to 13 mm per pixel. The Mini WX100 was
equipped with a ZEISS Milvus 2/50 M objective. A SUMITA LS-M352
was used as a light source. The light was guided through an optical fiber
toward the setup. A diffuser was used to scatter the light. For side view
imaging, the camera was placed at an angle of approximately 5°. The
impact height h was set to zero by letting the needle tip touch the sub-
strate surface. The impact velocity was then varied by changing the
impact height from the zero. A paper tube (3 cm inner diameter) was
used to prevent the effect of air flow on the falling compound drop.
It was observed that airflow in the laboratory could break the axial
symmetry of the compound drop.

Determination of the rebounded volume
The rebounded volumes were obtained by processing the high-speed
images digitally. AMATLAB codewas implemented to detect the edges
of the rebounded drops. The drops were assumed to be symmetric
about the vertical axis. From the coordinates of the edge, the horizontal
radius R was obtained as a function of the vertical coordinate z. By in-
tegrating p(R(z))2dz from the bottom to the top of a drop, the volume
was calculated.

Measurement of the interfacial tension with the pendant
drop method
The interfacial tension between oil and water wasmeasured by the pen-
dant drop method. An 18-gauge needle (1.26 mmOD) was placed ver-
tically, pointing upward in a transparent cubic container. The 5-cSt
silicone oil was infused from the needle into the water pool, which
results in an upside-down pendant-shape oil drop. The pendant drop
images were captured by a high-speed camera (Photron FASTCAM
MiniWX100) connected to a Leica Z16APOobjective. The light source
was a SUMITA LS-M352. The interfacial tension was calculated
following the method described in Thoroddsen et al. (59). The inter-
facial tension sow of the water-oil interface was found to be 42 mN/m
at 23°C, which is comparable to other silicone-oil-water systems found
in literature (60).
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Fig. S1. Model for the lower rebound limit.
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Fig. S3. Original images combined bottom and side view.
Fig. S4. Impact velocity V as a function of impact height h.
Fig. S5. Model for the core position with refined initial conditions.
Fig. S6. Model for the core position, considering added mass.
Fig. S7. Volumes of rebounded water-in-oil drops and the jet as a function of the impact height
h, the substrate wetting properties, and the compound drop-generation method.
Fig. S8. Pinch-off height hpo of the rebounding core.
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for compound drops produced with the injection method.
Fig. S10. Oscillations after pinch-off of a compound drop from the needle.
Fig. S11. Theoretical predictions for the critical oil layer thickness.
Fig. S12. Comparison of experimental data with lines of constant Weber number.
Movie S1. Impact of a compound drop (a = 0.3) on a hydrophilic surface (Fig. 1A).
Movie S2. Impact of a compound drop (a = 0.3) on a hydrophilic surface (color video,
Fig. 1B).
Movie S3. Bottom view reflection imaging of the impact of a compound drop (a = 0.3) on a
hydrophilic surface (Fig. 3A).
Movie S4. Bottom view reflection imaging of the impact of a compound drop (a = 0.3) on a
hydrophilic surface (Fig. 3C).
Movie S5. Production of a compound drop by the coaxial needle method.
Movie S6. Production of a compound drop by the coaxial needle method (pinch-off).
Movie S7. Production of a compound drop by the injection method.
Movie S8. Production of a compound drop by the injection method (pinch-off).
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